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Malinta Corrugated 

Being Bold 

 

Malinta Corrugated is one of the leading 

packaging companies in The Philippines with 32 

years of experience. Having 2 in Cavite and 

Quezon City, their Sales & Management office is 

located at the centre of the Ortigas Business 

District. Malinta is a fully integrated Paper & 

Packaging  group which also operates a Paper Mill 

plant and run a chain of Waste Paper collection 

centers.  

The company recently implemented the 

CPS/Enterprise. Having taken this bold step, it is 

heading in the right direction with its grand 

ambition to speed up productivity, reduce errors 

and turnaround time. Handling hundreds of 

custom-made orders every hour requires a business 

solution that handles from start to end, that can 

handle complicated variations. CPS/Enterprise 

covers estimation, quotation, ordering, planning, 

manufacturing, inventory, logistics, quality defects 

up to accounting. 

With the CPS/Enterprise, Malinta Corrugated will 

continue to lead the path in ensuring that the 

standards of the industry be raised. 
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PT. Multibox Indah 
Fragmentation Solved 

With the implementation of the CPS/Enterprise (that 

ran of Hewlett Packard Enterprise or HPE hardware), 

these problems were solved easily. Today, both PT. 

KIM and PT. MBI achieved an output level of over 

17,000 tons per month. 

As Djohan Purwanto, operational director of 

Multipack Paper Division said, “The system has 

improved our administration, and reduced the 

need for complicated tasks to re-input or re-check 

data. Overall, the CPS solution has helped us so 

much.”  

 

PT Multibox Indah (MBI) is a corrugated-box 

manufacturer located in Banten Province, 

Indonesia that was established in 1990. Through a 

rapid growth in 1996, a 2nd plant was established 

under PT Karya Indah Multiguna (KIM).  In 2013, PT 

Multi Makmur Investama (Multives) was established 

as a holding company to unify several companies 

including KIM and MBI. Both companies were 

named, which became one of Indonesia’s market 

leaders.  

Prior to the implementation of CPS/Enterprise, their 

applications were fragmented. This meant slower 

delivery, slower reporting and an inflexible system. 

Customer service also could not respond rapidly to 

the growing demands of its customers.  Both plants 

were using in-house software and a number of 

programmes from different developers to manage 

production, but its fragmented system could not 

catch up with multiple processes in one system. 
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In April 2016 ACI (Association Converting Indonesia) 

celebrated its first year anniversary and we are 

honored to be invited to celebrate together with 

them. At the same time, we had the opportunity to 

collaborate, introduce and showcase our CPS Cloud 

(ERP for Corrugated Converting) to ACI members.  

We introduced CPS Cloud and outlined the following key benefits: 

 

 Operate anywhere, anytime and at all times 

 Run a quotation on the spot with your customer for quicker decision making 

 Input an order on the spot to speed up your sales order 

 Respond to customer enquiry on the spot to boost customer relationship quality 

 Click again from Order to purchase Sheet Board  

 Run ‘artificial intelligence’ to suggest whom to buy from and their best offering price to maximize 

profitability 

 Create an eco-system with your sheet plants to integrate order-supply-chain between the 2 parties 

 Implement an automatic reminder when your sheet order is due for delivery  

 Run manufacturing schedule and track on every machine and every process from start to end 

 Leveraging on barcode and mobility technology by scanning  

 Generate full visibility on wastage and downtime 

 Run delivery schedule to ensure timely delivery and keep full visibility on backlogs 

 Run FG Inventory, Surat Jalan, VAT Invoice, auto link to e-Pajak, etc. all logistic operation is integrated 

 Run with CPS Cloud Finance to fully integrate your backend accounting operation 

 Run built-in Data Mining work with Microsoft Office and VBA to making it more powerful and 

automatic your own reporting and also integrate with 3rd party accounting 

 

Our CPS Cloud servers are hosted in an International, highly-reputable Data Centre in Cyber Jaya 

(designated Malaysia’s Cyber Park). Our servers run 24 x 7 equipped with disaster recovery servers, 

switches, firewalls. Etc. Our Cloud partner is an established, experienced and certified ISO 27001 security 

management. 

 

Forging new frontiers for more than 200 Corrugated Converting plants in Indonesia, we set to work 

together to transform their traditional business operation to new Cloud computing. 

 

Launch of CPS Cloud at Association Converting Industry’s 1st Anniversary 

Forging New Paths 
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Our Talent Management Program  

People First 

At Prestige Atlantic Asia, we take people seriously. 

After all, lofty ambitious goals are not possible 

without the right people in the right place to bring 

us there. Which is why our Internship program is 

one of the most comprehensive in the industry. 

 

 Over 6 months, 8 graduates from each batch goes 

through our internship programme. They are trained 

in programming skills and competency, as well as 

the opportunity to have a deeper insight into the 

corrugated carton industry. Upon completion after 

6 months, we assure them guaranteed 

employment.  

 

Batch 1, 2016 
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